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for the students of b com pass hons ca cs other equivalent examinations in this revised and updated edition the text has
undergone an exhaustive revision and a substancial value addition the object of this book business law is to set out the
basic principles of mercentile law simply and clearly the whole book is in the form of capsule model and unneccessary
explantions have been removed vital points have been given in boxes so that students can easily identify and memorise them
the book has been written in a simple language and lucid style titles in barron s business review series are widely used as
classroom supplements to college textbooks and often serve as a main textbook in business brush up programs business law
focuses on the importance of legal theory in the everyday business world explaining such subjects as tort responsibility
government regulations contracts environmental law product liability consumer protection and international law among many
other topics also discussed in detail are the legal aspects of partnerships franchises and corporations as well as special
topics that include business crimes property as a legal concept intellectual property and similar pertinent topics a study
aid labeled key terms appears at the beginning of each chapter and you should remember summaries are strategically
interspersed throughout the text appropriate for one or two semester courses in business law this book is the most
comprehensive business law text on the ph list offers longer cases edited with more actual language of the court includes
numerous business oriented features that make the course more relevant to future managers praised for its writing style and
accessibility this third edition continues with the themes of the previous edition ethics social responsibility contemporary
business and application issues and international law entrepreneurs and managers deal with laws of the land every day and
consequently must be aware of its nuances and complexities thus they should become aware of the fundamental aspects of the
legal system so they avoid legal problems and can seek the help of experts when dealing with complex issues international
business law and the legal environment provides business students with a strong understanding of the legal principles that
govern doing business internationally not merely about compliance this book emphasizes how to use the law to create value and
competitive advantage dimatteo s transactional approach walks students through key business transactions from import and
export contracts and finance to countertrade dispute resolution licensing and more giving them both context and demonstrating
real world application this new edition also includes new material on comparative contract and sales law european private law
joint ventures and collaborative alliances a new part on foreign direct investment that includes a chapter on emerging
markets new chapters on privacy law and on environmental concerns greater coverage of the world trade organization case
highlights and court opinions that feature edited court transcripts which expose students to actual legal reasoning and an
understanding of the underlying legal principles these decisions are drawn from a broad range of countries offering a truly
international look at the subject students of business law and international business courses will find dimatteo s clear
writing style easy to follow a companion web site includes an instructor s manual powerpoints and other tools to provide
additional support for students and instructors covers in a clear and accessible format all that students need to know to
understand the more difficult areas of business explains the most important elements of business law with a user friendly
approach enabling students to gain an understanding of the subject in relation to the wider subject area of business studies
contains a character dr proctor who acts as the vehicle for enlightening students with simple principles diagrams and
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concepts the essence of the law lawbook co nutshells are the essential revision tool they provide a concise outline of the
principles for each of the major subject areas within undergraduate law written in clear straight forward language the
authors explain the principles and highlight key cases and legislative provisions for each subject 民事裁判実務の 暗黙知 を明文化して解説 弁護士及び
民事裁判官としての経験を踏まえた記述 法務担当者向けの記載も充実 this is a treatment of the core topics of business law dealing thematically with business
organizations the financing of business activities and the main types of contracts including employment and the sale and
supply of goods the book also includes an introduction to the english legal system and a chapter on civil dispute resolution
including alternative dispute resolution adr understanding business law is an excellent resource for law and business
students and an easily accessible reference for those encountering commercial law issues in day to day practice now in its
eighth edition its coverage includes the australian legal system the law of contract sale of goods and consumer protection
agency business organisations property including intellectual property bailment insurance torts debt recovery bankruptcy and
insolvency negotiable instruments banking and payment systems employment law and business ethics the authors use case
examples and real life scenarios to illustrate how legal principles are applied in a business context the principles of law
aims to provide the law student with texts on the major areas within the law syllabus each text is designed to identify and
expound upon the content of the syllabus in a logical order citing the main and up to date authorities this work covers
business law series the only guide of its kind undergraduate college students working toward business degrees mba graduate
students and first year law students have one thing in common they need to take courses in business law unlike cumbersome and
expensive textbooks the complete idiot s guide to business law is the first and only series guide that explains the major
principles phrases and real life implications of business law for students and interested professionals discusses only
relevant case laws to the topics fully explains key words phrases and concepts contains clear and jargon free explanations
and definitions includes narrative examples to illustrate situations and concepts when you start a business legal issues can
seem complex even scary business law basics will help you ask smart questions and get the right advice this simple guide will
show you everything you need to know about how to choose an attorney contract essentials including patents and copyrights
what you need to protect such as processes or intellectual property how to reorganize or restructure your business you ll
also learn the basics of partnership and corporate structures license and regulation essentials employment issues legal
aspects of buying and selling common pitfalls international business issues and more each of the books in the crash course
for entrepreneurs series offers a high level overview of the critical things you need to know and do if you want to survive
and thrive in our super competitive world of course there s much more to learn about each topic but what you ll read here
will give you the framework for learning the rest also the co authors website expertbusinessadvice com offers expanded
support for entrepreneurs and is updated daily among them scott l girard jr michael f o keefe marc a price and mark r moon
esq have successfully started 20 companies in a wide variety of fields their individual experiences are just as varied scott
a combat veteran who has served in iraq and afghanistan was formerly vice president of pinpoint holdings group inc mike
founded o keefe motor sports in 2004 and grew it into the largest database of aftermarket automotive components in the world
as vice president for marketing of bracemasters international he grew his company s website viewership by 17 000 in two years
marc has launched seven companies of his own and has collaborated with the federal government u s military major nonprofits
and some of the largest corporations in america business law basics is also coauthored by mark r moon esq a founding and
currently the managing partner of the moon law group p l in tampa bay florida bringing the book directly in line with the
amended cim business law syllabus the book provides marketing students with a thorough working knowledge of the law on
contract sale of goods agency as well as the legal mechanisms for resolving commercial disputes together with coverage of
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other selected topics which are of importance to marketeers and business in general this text is an invaluable tool for
students on undergraduate and postgraduate management programmes containing elements of general and international business
law the legal dimension in managerial decisions is shown and on line resources provide current material to support the text
primarily a text for courses in business law contemporary business law can also serve as a handy resource reference for
newcomers to the world of business take students beyond rote memorization and into true understanding of the concepts and
their implications this motivating up to date text presents business law ethics and the legal environment in a way that
intrigues students spurs them to ask questions and takes them beyond rote memorization as they learn the issues and concepts
with its emphasis on covering online law and e commerce as key parts of the legal environment as well as today s social
ethical and international issues that are important to the study of business law it s the ideal text for your one or two
semester undergraduate course in business law this text provides a better teaching and learning experience for you and your
students here s how tailor the material to your specific course with the custom database option draw students into the
material with a rich selection of cases address issues critical to the field of business law today for courses in business
law or legal environment this classic text spans all topics covered in a legal environment course or a traditional business
law course it is extremely clear and well written and has been successfully used at both community colleges and four year
institutions it is essential that all students who intend to undertake a career in business have an understanding of the
fundamental legal building blocks that underpin commercial life in australia it is the basic aim of principles of business
law to provide students with that understanding in the following areas an introduction to the australian legal system the law
of contract the law of torts with a particular emphasis on negligent misstatement actions under pt v of the trade practices
act and an overview of the principal business organisations used in australia corporations trusts and partnerships the
primary objective in writing this book has been to make these important areas of law as clear and accessible to students as
possible the book has been informed by the authors wide experience in teaching business law and related units at tertiary
level a genuine effort has been made to provide clear explanations case studies and examples to bring these topics to life
the format of principles of business law has been designed to make cases and examples stand out and each chapter is concluded
by a set of tutorial questions to ensure that students know how to apply the work covered in each chapter principles of
business law gives students a sound understanding of australian business law and its application in everyday commercial life
students will no doubt find this a most useful and accessible text dynamic business law is appropriate for the one semester
business law course it contains the basics of business law but does not get bogged down in the kind of details that are more
appropriate in an upper level law class the text provides an examination of the basic questions concepts and legal rules of
business law emphasis on the business in business law dynamic business law the essentials emphasizes the tie of legal issues
back to the core business curriculum this will help both students and faculty faculty need to know how this is integrated as
they are constantly defending the inclusion of this course in the business curriculum and students need to understand how the
concepts tie to their future business careers emphasis on teaching many professors teaching this course are attorneys first
and academics second they do not have a lot of time to prepare or think about how to apply this information effectively for
their business students dynamic business law the essentials contains a helpful instructor s manual particularly for the many
adjuncts teaching this course emphasis on critical thinking neil browne one of the co authors of this text has written a
successful text on critical thinking his framework is included in dynamic business law the essentials as well to help
students learn how to frame and reframe a question issue critical thinking questions are also included at the end of each
case to tie in this component even further have you ever wondered why some firms are incorporated or inc some are limited
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liability company or llc while others are limited partnership and so on do you know which is appropriate for an aspiring
entrepreneur who wants to open his her own business did you know that you can protect your business plan as a legally
protected trade secret well if you are not totally familiar with these terms and concepts there is no need to worry this book
is designed to help you become familiar with such concepts so you can make appropriate decisions about your company s status
entrepreneurs and managers deal with laws of the land every day and consequently must be aware of its nuances and
complexities in order to successfully and interdependently work with others in the community industry and country thus
entrepreneurs and managers should become aware of the fundamental aspects of the legal system so they avoid legal problems
and can seek the help of experts when dealing with complex issues business law for the entrepreneur and manager is designed
to provide the foundational aspects of the american legal system as practiced in the united states for current and aspiring
entrepreneurs and managers by reading and becoming familiar with the various topics presented you will be better prepared to
more effectively deal with legal challenges business law for the entrepreneur and manager introduces the reader to
fundamental principles of the laws regulating business as well as their practical application in the united states the
various chapters cover such topics as the law and the basic legal principles impacting entrepreneurs and managers the
foundational business laws that entrepreneurs and managers in the united states must become aware of and understand business
ethics and corporate social responsibility as well as other important legal topics such as constitutional law administrative
law torts products liability crimes contract law sales and agency laws commercial paper various forms of business
organizations and debtors and creditors laws the study of this legal material will be beneficial to entrepreneurs and
managers business school law professors have been using this book for business law i and business law ii courses this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant business law principles and cases in the
legal environment offers students a readable rigorous and practical introduction to the real world of business law students
receive not only a thorough explanation of the legal and regulatory issues affecting businesses but also have the opportunity
to apply what they learn to real business situations all chapters contain outlines summaries margin notes and comprehensive
question and problem material the majority of cases and examples are current condensed and presented in the language of the
court an interesting feature includes a thread case applying practical applications to a hypothetical business commonwealth
caribbean business law breaks away from the traditional english approach of treating business law primarily as the law of
contract and agency it provides a broad overview of the foundation of various legal systems and goes on to examine the
various areas of legal liability that may impact on business activities these areas include tort law criminal law internet
law and payment in business transactions specifically the book targets the development of business law in several
commonwealth jurisdictions including canada and australia but with special focus on legal developments in commonwealth
caribbean countries the approach of the book is to present excerpts from judgments so as to enable students to understand
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legal principles as espoused by the judiciary without the filtering bias of authors this new title is essential reading for
students taking the llb and business degree courses in the caribbean and other commonwealth jurisdictions business law is
specifically designed for non law students studying the law relating to business maintaining the accessible approach which
has made this book so popular the authors provide user friendly explanations to equip students with a good understanding of
key legal concepts
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Business Law
1999

for the students of b com pass hons ca cs other equivalent examinations in this revised and updated edition the text has
undergone an exhaustive revision and a substancial value addition the object of this book business law is to set out the
basic principles of mercentile law simply and clearly the whole book is in the form of capsule model and unneccessary
explantions have been removed vital points have been given in boxes so that students can easily identify and memorise them
the book has been written in a simple language and lucid style

Business Law
2016-01-04

titles in barron s business review series are widely used as classroom supplements to college textbooks and often serve as a
main textbook in business brush up programs business law focuses on the importance of legal theory in the everyday business
world explaining such subjects as tort responsibility government regulations contracts environmental law product liability
consumer protection and international law among many other topics also discussed in detail are the legal aspects of
partnerships franchises and corporations as well as special topics that include business crimes property as a legal concept
intellectual property and similar pertinent topics a study aid labeled key terms appears at the beginning of each chapter and
you should remember summaries are strategically interspersed throughout the text

Business Law
1990

appropriate for one or two semester courses in business law this book is the most comprehensive business law text on the ph
list offers longer cases edited with more actual language of the court includes numerous business oriented features that make
the course more relevant to future managers praised for its writing style and accessibility this third edition continues with
the themes of the previous edition ethics social responsibility contemporary business and application issues and
international law

Business Law
1998

entrepreneurs and managers deal with laws of the land every day and consequently must be aware of its nuances and
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complexities thus they should become aware of the fundamental aspects of the legal system so they avoid legal problems and
can seek the help of experts when dealing with complex issues

Business Law for the Entrepreneur and Manager
2007-06-01

international business law and the legal environment provides business students with a strong understanding of the legal
principles that govern doing business internationally not merely about compliance this book emphasizes how to use the law to
create value and competitive advantage dimatteo s transactional approach walks students through key business transactions
from import and export contracts and finance to countertrade dispute resolution licensing and more giving them both context
and demonstrating real world application this new edition also includes new material on comparative contract and sales law
european private law joint ventures and collaborative alliances a new part on foreign direct investment that includes a
chapter on emerging markets new chapters on privacy law and on environmental concerns greater coverage of the world trade
organization case highlights and court opinions that feature edited court transcripts which expose students to actual legal
reasoning and an understanding of the underlying legal principles these decisions are drawn from a broad range of countries
offering a truly international look at the subject students of business law and international business courses will find
dimatteo s clear writing style easy to follow a companion web site includes an instructor s manual powerpoints and other
tools to provide additional support for students and instructors

International Business Law and the Legal Environment
2016-11-25

covers in a clear and accessible format all that students need to know to understand the more difficult areas of business
explains the most important elements of business law with a user friendly approach enabling students to gain an understanding
of the subject in relation to the wider subject area of business studies contains a character dr proctor who acts as the
vehicle for enlightening students with simple principles diagrams and concepts

Business Law
1920

the essence of the law lawbook co nutshells are the essential revision tool they provide a concise outline of the principles
for each of the major subject areas within undergraduate law written in clear straight forward language the authors explain
the principles and highlight key cases and legislative provisions for each subject
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Rathschlag betreffend Ertheilung einer Jurabahn-Gesellschaft
1872

民事裁判実務の 暗黙知 を明文化して解説 弁護士及び民事裁判官としての経験を踏まえた記述 法務担当者向けの記載も充実

Business Law Made Easy
2003

this is a treatment of the core topics of business law dealing thematically with business organizations the financing of
business activities and the main types of contracts including employment and the sale and supply of goods the book also
includes an introduction to the english legal system and a chapter on civil dispute resolution including alternative dispute
resolution adr

Business Law
2011

understanding business law is an excellent resource for law and business students and an easily accessible reference for
those encountering commercial law issues in day to day practice now in its eighth edition its coverage includes the
australian legal system the law of contract sale of goods and consumer protection agency business organisations property
including intellectual property bailment insurance torts debt recovery bankruptcy and insolvency negotiable instruments
banking and payment systems employment law and business ethics the authors use case examples and real life scenarios to
illustrate how legal principles are applied in a business context

The Elements of Business Law
1925

the principles of law aims to provide the law student with texts on the major areas within the law syllabus each text is
designed to identify and expound upon the content of the syllabus in a logical order citing the main and up to date
authorities this work covers business law series

ACCA Paper 2.2 Eng Corporate and Business Law
2006-08
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the only guide of its kind undergraduate college students working toward business degrees mba graduate students and first
year law students have one thing in common they need to take courses in business law unlike cumbersome and expensive
textbooks the complete idiot s guide to business law is the first and only series guide that explains the major principles
phrases and real life implications of business law for students and interested professionals discusses only relevant case
laws to the topics fully explains key words phrases and concepts contains clear and jargon free explanations and definitions
includes narrative examples to illustrate situations and concepts

Business Law and Practice 2017/2018
2017-07-20

when you start a business legal issues can seem complex even scary business law basics will help you ask smart questions and
get the right advice this simple guide will show you everything you need to know about how to choose an attorney contract
essentials including patents and copyrights what you need to protect such as processes or intellectual property how to
reorganize or restructure your business you ll also learn the basics of partnership and corporate structures license and
regulation essentials employment issues legal aspects of buying and selling common pitfalls international business issues and
more each of the books in the crash course for entrepreneurs series offers a high level overview of the critical things you
need to know and do if you want to survive and thrive in our super competitive world of course there s much more to learn
about each topic but what you ll read here will give you the framework for learning the rest also the co authors website
expertbusinessadvice com offers expanded support for entrepreneurs and is updated daily among them scott l girard jr michael
f o keefe marc a price and mark r moon esq have successfully started 20 companies in a wide variety of fields their
individual experiences are just as varied scott a combat veteran who has served in iraq and afghanistan was formerly vice
president of pinpoint holdings group inc mike founded o keefe motor sports in 2004 and grew it into the largest database of
aftermarket automotive components in the world as vice president for marketing of bracemasters international he grew his
company s website viewership by 17 000 in two years marc has launched seven companies of his own and has collaborated with
the federal government u s military major nonprofits and some of the largest corporations in america business law basics is
also coauthored by mark r moon esq a founding and currently the managing partner of the moon law group p l in tampa bay
florida

Essentials of Business Law
2024-04-23

bringing the book directly in line with the amended cim business law syllabus the book provides marketing students with a
thorough working knowledge of the law on contract sale of goods agency as well as the legal mechanisms for resolving
commercial disputes together with coverage of other selected topics which are of importance to marketeers and business in
general
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企業法務のための民事訴訟の実務解説
2019-09

this text is an invaluable tool for students on undergraduate and postgraduate management programmes containing elements of
general and international business law the legal dimension in managerial decisions is shown and on line resources provide
current material to support the text

Business Law
1999-01

primarily a text for courses in business law contemporary business law can also serve as a handy resource reference for
newcomers to the world of business take students beyond rote memorization and into true understanding of the concepts and
their implications this motivating up to date text presents business law ethics and the legal environment in a way that
intrigues students spurs them to ask questions and takes them beyond rote memorization as they learn the issues and concepts
with its emphasis on covering online law and e commerce as key parts of the legal environment as well as today s social
ethical and international issues that are important to the study of business law it s the ideal text for your one or two
semester undergraduate course in business law this text provides a better teaching and learning experience for you and your
students here s how tailor the material to your specific course with the custom database option draw students into the
material with a rich selection of cases address issues critical to the field of business law today

Business Law
2016

for courses in business law or legal environment this classic text spans all topics covered in a legal environment course or
a traditional business law course it is extremely clear and well written and has been successfully used at both community
colleges and four year institutions

Understanding Business Law, 8th Edition
2016-11-11

it is essential that all students who intend to undertake a career in business have an understanding of the fundamental legal
building blocks that underpin commercial life in australia it is the basic aim of principles of business law to provide
students with that understanding in the following areas an introduction to the australian legal system the law of contract
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the law of torts with a particular emphasis on negligent misstatement actions under pt v of the trade practices act and an
overview of the principal business organisations used in australia corporations trusts and partnerships the primary objective
in writing this book has been to make these important areas of law as clear and accessible to students as possible the book
has been informed by the authors wide experience in teaching business law and related units at tertiary level a genuine
effort has been made to provide clear explanations case studies and examples to bring these topics to life the format of
principles of business law has been designed to make cases and examples stand out and each chapter is concluded by a set of
tutorial questions to ensure that students know how to apply the work covered in each chapter principles of business law
gives students a sound understanding of australian business law and its application in everyday commercial life students will
no doubt find this a most useful and accessible text

Digest of Business Law
1974

dynamic business law is appropriate for the one semester business law course it contains the basics of business law but does
not get bogged down in the kind of details that are more appropriate in an upper level law class the text provides an
examination of the basic questions concepts and legal rules of business law emphasis on the business in business law dynamic
business law the essentials emphasizes the tie of legal issues back to the core business curriculum this will help both
students and faculty faculty need to know how this is integrated as they are constantly defending the inclusion of this
course in the business curriculum and students need to understand how the concepts tie to their future business careers
emphasis on teaching many professors teaching this course are attorneys first and academics second they do not have a lot of
time to prepare or think about how to apply this information effectively for their business students dynamic business law the
essentials contains a helpful instructor s manual particularly for the many adjuncts teaching this course emphasis on
critical thinking neil browne one of the co authors of this text has written a successful text on critical thinking his
framework is included in dynamic business law the essentials as well to help students learn how to frame and reframe a
question issue critical thinking questions are also included at the end of each case to tie in this component even further

Essentials of Business Law
2015-02-16

have you ever wondered why some firms are incorporated or inc some are limited liability company or llc while others are
limited partnership and so on do you know which is appropriate for an aspiring entrepreneur who wants to open his her own
business did you know that you can protect your business plan as a legally protected trade secret well if you are not totally
familiar with these terms and concepts there is no need to worry this book is designed to help you become familiar with such
concepts so you can make appropriate decisions about your company s status entrepreneurs and managers deal with laws of the
land every day and consequently must be aware of its nuances and complexities in order to successfully and interdependently
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work with others in the community industry and country thus entrepreneurs and managers should become aware of the fundamental
aspects of the legal system so they avoid legal problems and can seek the help of experts when dealing with complex issues
business law for the entrepreneur and manager is designed to provide the foundational aspects of the american legal system as
practiced in the united states for current and aspiring entrepreneurs and managers by reading and becoming familiar with the
various topics presented you will be better prepared to more effectively deal with legal challenges business law for the
entrepreneur and manager introduces the reader to fundamental principles of the laws regulating business as well as their
practical application in the united states the various chapters cover such topics as the law and the basic legal principles
impacting entrepreneurs and managers the foundational business laws that entrepreneurs and managers in the united states must
become aware of and understand business ethics and corporate social responsibility as well as other important legal topics
such as constitutional law administrative law torts products liability crimes contract law sales and agency laws commercial
paper various forms of business organizations and debtors and creditors laws the study of this legal material will be
beneficial to entrepreneurs and managers business school law professors have been using this book for business law i and
business law ii courses

Principles of Business Law
1997

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Business Law
2009-05-05

business law principles and cases in the legal environment offers students a readable rigorous and practical introduction to
the real world of business law students receive not only a thorough explanation of the legal and regulatory issues affecting
businesses but also have the opportunity to apply what they learn to real business situations all chapters contain outlines
summaries margin notes and comprehensive question and problem material the majority of cases and examples are current
condensed and presented in the language of the court an interesting feature includes a thread case applying practical
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applications to a hypothetical business

Business Law Basics
2014-04-21

commonwealth caribbean business law breaks away from the traditional english approach of treating business law primarily as
the law of contract and agency it provides a broad overview of the foundation of various legal systems and goes on to examine
the various areas of legal liability that may impact on business activities these areas include tort law criminal law
internet law and payment in business transactions specifically the book targets the development of business law in several
commonwealth jurisdictions including canada and australia but with special focus on legal developments in commonwealth
caribbean countries the approach of the book is to present excerpts from judgments so as to enable students to understand
legal principles as espoused by the judiciary without the filtering bias of authors this new title is essential reading for
students taking the llb and business degree courses in the caribbean and other commonwealth jurisdictions

Business Law
2012-11-12

business law is specifically designed for non law students studying the law relating to business maintaining the accessible
approach which has made this book so popular the authors provide user friendly explanations to equip students with a good
understanding of key legal concepts

Business Law in the Global Marketplace
2006

Contemporary Business Law
2015

Business Law
2002
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Principles of Business Law
2008

Dynamic Business Law: The Essentials
2009-01-29

Business Law and the Regulation of Business
2016

Business Law
2003-07

Business Law for the Entrepreneur and Manager (3rd Edition)
2013-09-01

Business Law
1985

One Thousand Questions and Answers in Business Law
2016-05-24
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Business Law
2004

Commonwealth Caribbean Business Law
2004

Introduction to Business Law
2007-01-01

Keenan and Riches' Business Law
2011-06-01

Business Law
1919

Business Law
2013
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